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E-mail addresses: dalgaard@dsi.uclm.es (J.D. NieProbabilistic Decision Graphs (PDGs) are a class of graphical models that can naturally
encode some context speciﬁc independencies that cannot always be efﬁciently captured
by other popular models, such as Bayesian Networks. Furthermore, inference can be carried
out efﬁciently over a PDG, in time linear in the size of the model. The problem of learning
PDGs from data has been studied in the literature, but only for the case of complete data.
We propose an algorithm for learning PDGs in the presence of missing data. The proposed
method is based on the Expectation-Maximisation principle for estimating the structure of
the model as well as the parameters. We test our proposal on both artiﬁcially generated
data with different rates of missing cells and real incomplete data. We also compare the
PDG models learnt by our approach to the commonly used Bayesian Network (BN) model.
The results indicate that the PDG model is less sensitive to the rate of missing data than BN
model. Also, though the BN models usually attain higher likelihood, the PDGs are close to
them also in size, which makes the learnt PDGs preferable for probabilistic inference
purposes.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The Probabilistic Decision Graph (PDG) model was ﬁrst introduced by Bozga andMaler [1], and was originally proposed as
an efﬁcient representation of probabilistic transition systems. In this study, we consider the more general version of PDGs
proposed by Jaeger [8].
PDGs constitute a class of probabilistic graphical models that can represent some context speciﬁc independencies that can
not efﬁciently be captured by conventional directed or undirected graphical models, usually called Markov Network and
Bayesian Network (BN) models respectively. Furthermore, probabilistic inference can be carried out directly in the PDG
structure and has a time complexity linear in the size of the PDG model. This makes learning of PDGs especially interesting,
as we are learning directly the inference structure, which is in contrast to the usual scenario when learning general graphical
models.
The performance of the PDG model w.r.t. general probability estimation has previously been studied and results suggest
that the model in general performs competitively when compared to BN or Naı¨ ve BN models [14]. The PDG model has also
been successfully applied to supervised classiﬁcation problems [15,16].
In this paper we are concerned with learning PDG models from data. This problem has been addressed by Jaeger et al. [9],
where an algorithm based on the optimisation of a score is proposed for learning from complete data. However, the task of
learning PDG models in the presence of incomplete data has not yet been explored in the literature. The difﬁculty arises in. All rights reserved.
stigación en Informática de Albacete – I3A, Campus Universitario, Parque Cientíﬁco y Tecnológico s/n.
; fax: +34 967 599 343.
lsen), rrumi@ual.es (R. Rumí), antonio.salmeron@ual.es (A. Salmerón).
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learning BNmodels from incomplete databases. Friedman [6] addressed this problem by proposing an algorithm for estimat-
ing the structure of a BN model based on the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) principle [5,10].
We propose an algorithm for learning PDGmodels that builds on the algorithm of Friedman[6] based on the EM principle.
Both the structure and the parameters are re-adjusted in each iteration of the algorithm. That is, the adjustments made to the
structure are guided by the expected increase in some score metric, while the adjustments made to the parameters are
guided by the expected likelihood of a completed version of the incomplete data.
2. Background and notation
We will denote random variables by uppercase letters, e.g. X, and sets with boldface uppercase letters, e.g. X. When Xi is a
discrete categorical random variable, we will by lowercase letter xi;j refer to the jth state of Xi under some ordering. We will
by RðXiÞ refer to the set of possible states of Xi, and by RðXÞ ¼ Xi2XRðXiÞ when X is a set of discrete categorical variables. We
will use ri as a shorthand for jRðXiÞj. By lowercase bold letters we refer to joint states of sets of variables, e.g. x 2 RðXÞ. When
Xi 2 X and x 2 RðXÞ we denote x½Xi the projection of x onto coordinate Xi.
Let G ¼ hV;Ei be a directed graph structure with set of vertices V ¼ fV1; . . . ;Vng and set of directed edges E  V  V. We
will then by chGðViÞ and paGðViÞ refer the set of children of Vi and parents of Vi respectively in structure G, hence
chGðViÞ ¼ fVj 2 V : ðVi;VjÞ 2 Eg and paGðViÞ ¼ fVj 2 V : ðVj;ViÞ 2 Eg. A directed graph structure is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) structure if it contains no directed cycles. A rooted DAG is a DAG where a unique vertex Vr is without parents
ðpaGðVrÞ ¼ ;Þ while all other vertices have at least one parent. A tree is a rooted DAG where all vertices except the root
has exactly one parent. A forest structure is a set of such trees.
2.1. The probabilistic decision graph model
A PDG encodes a joint probability distribution over a set of categorical random variables X ¼ fX1; . . . ;Xng by a factorisa-
tion deﬁned by a structure over a set of local distributions.
Deﬁnition 2.1 (The PDG Structure). Let F be a forest structure over discrete categorical random variables X ¼ fX1; . . . ;Xng. A
PDG structure G ¼ hV;Ei for X w.r.t. F is a set of rooted acyclic directed graphs over nodes V, such that:
1. Each node m 2 V represents a unique Xi 2 X and all Xi 2 X are represented by at least one node m 2 V. We will by mi;j refer
to the jth node representing Xi under some ordering of the set of nodes representing Xi.
2. For each node mi;j, each possible state xi;h of Xi and each successor Xk 2 chFðXiÞ there exists exactly one edge ðmi;j; mk;lÞ 2 E
with label xi;h, where mk;l is some node representing Xk.
Let Xk 2 chFðXiÞ. By succðmi;j;Xk; xi;hÞ we refer to the unique node mk;l representing Xk that is reached from mi;j by following
the edge with label xi;h.
Example 2.1. A forest F over binary variables X ¼ fX0; . . . ;X7g can be seen in Fig. 1(a), and a PDG structure over X w.r.t. F in
Fig. 1(b). The labelling of nodes in the PDG structure is indicated in subscripts and (redundant) by the dashed boxes, e.g., the
nodes representing X2 are fm2;0; m2;1g. Dashed edges correspond to edges labelled 0 and solid edges correspond to edges
labelled 1, for instance succðm5;0;X6;0Þ ¼ m6;1.Fig. 1. A forest F over binary variables X ¼ fX0; . . . ;X7g is shown in (a), and a PDG structure over X w.r.t. variable forest F is shown in (b). In the PDG
structure in (b), solid edges are labelled with value 1 and dashed edges are labelled with value 0. In (c), we have indicated the probabilistic interpretation of
the parameters for each node in the PDG structure of (b).
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sents. By a PDG model over discrete random variables X ¼ fX1; . . . ;Xng we refer to a pair G ¼ hG;Hi where G is a PDG struc-
ture over X and H is an instantiation of G. We denote by pmi;j the local distribution assigned to node mi;j, and by p
mi;j
xi;h the
probability for state xi;h in local distribution pmi;j . The semantics of the local distribution pmi;j is deﬁned by the path(s) leading
to the node mi;j from the root, that is, how mi;j can be reached. Let G be a PDG structure over variables Xw.r.t. forest F. A node mi;j
in G is reached by x 2 RðXÞ if
 mi;j is a root in G, or
 Xi 2 chFðXkÞ; mk;l is reached by x and mi;j ¼ succðmk;l;Xi;x½XkÞ.
By reachGði;xÞ we denote the unique node representing Xi reached by x in PDG structure G.
A PDG model G ¼ hG;Hi over variables X represents a joint distribution PG by the following factorisation:PGðxÞ ¼
Y
Xi2X
preachGði;xÞx½Xi  : ð1ÞExample 2.2. To instantiate the PDG structure in Fig. 1(b), we assign a local distribution to each node in the structure with
the probabilistic interpretation given in Fig. 1(c). We can read some context speciﬁc independencies off this table, e.g. X6 is
independent of X5 only in the context X4 ¼ 0.2.2. Selecting PDG models using complete data
For assessing models in the presence of observed data, we can use a penalised likelihood score function. Let G be a PDG
model over variables X ¼ fX1; . . . ;Xng and let D be a set of N complete observations of X, then we deﬁne a general score func-
tion as:SkðD;GÞ ¼ ð1 kÞ  LðD;GÞ  k  sizeðGÞ; ð2Þ
where 0 < k < 1; sizeðGÞ is some measure of complexity of G and LðD;GÞ is the log-likelihood of D given G. A typical deﬁnition
of sizeðGÞ is the number of free parameters in model G. Assume that data D is a set of i.i.d samples of some (unknown) mul-
tivariate distribution over the n categorical random variables X ¼ fX1; . . . Xng. We can use the following notation,
D ¼ xki : 1 6 i 6 n;1 6 k 6 N
 
, where xki is the sampled value of variable Xi in row k. By x
k ¼ xk1; . . . ; xkn
 
we will refer to
the kth row of D. Then the log-likelihood LðD;GÞ is:LðD;GÞ ¼ log
YN
k¼1
PGðX ¼ xkÞ ¼
XN
k¼1
log PGðX ¼ xkÞ; ð3Þ
¼
Xn
i¼1
Xri
h¼1
Xv i
j¼1
#Dðxi;h; mi;jÞ logpmi;jxi;h ; ð4Þwhere v i is the number of nodes representing Xi and #DðEÞ is the count of instances in D satisfying requirement E. For exam-
ple, in Eq. (4)#Dðxi;h; mi;jÞ is the count of data items in Dwhere variable Xi is observed in state xi;h and where the mi;j is reached.
3. Learning from incomplete data
When data is incomplete and the values for some variables are missing in some of the rows in our database, it becomes
problematic to compute the likelihood in Eq. (3) as not all n variables are always observed. We will augment the database
with a special ‘‘?”-state whenever a variable is not observed, and will then use the notation D ¼ DO [DM , where
DO ¼ xki 2 D : xki–?
 
is the set of elements of D containing a value and DM ¼ xki 2 D : xki ¼ ?
  ¼ D n DO. Furthermore, let
XkO ¼ Xi : xki 2 DO
 
be the set of variables observed in the kth row, let XkM ¼ X n XkO and let xkO ¼ xki 2 DO
 
be the observations
of XkO. Then, Eq. (3) becomes:LðD;GÞ ¼ log
YN
k¼1
PG XkO ¼ xkO
 
; ð5Þ
¼ log
YN
k¼1
X
x02R XkMð Þ
PG XkO ¼ xkO;XkM ¼ x0
 
: ð6ÞThe most typical approach to learn from incomplete data is to apply the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) principle (see
[12,5]). In the following Section 3.1 we review this approach to structural learning in general. Before doing this, however,
we will introduce a few simpler approaches that will later be used for comparison when evaluating our proposal experimen-
tally in Section 6.
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imation to the complete-case formula of Eq. (4). In ACA one uses as much of the available observed data as possible. So, con-
sidering the structure of Fig. 1, any row in the database that contains the observations X1 ¼ 0 and X3 ¼ 0 would increment
the count #Dðx3;0; m3;1Þ regardless of the missing values, as any instance with X1 ¼ 0 reaches m3;1.
An even simpler approach to learning from incomplete data is complete-case-analysis (CCA) where any row in the data-
base that misses values for some variables is removed from the database and any method that requires complete data can
then subsequently be applied.
3.1. The EM principle in structural learning
If we view the missing part DM of incomplete data D as a random variable governed by (unknown) distribution P
, we can
compute the expected log-likelihood of D in model G as:E½LðD;GÞjDO; P ¼
Xn
i¼1
Xri
h¼1
Xv i
j¼1
E½#Dðxi;h; mi;jÞ logpmi;jxi;h ; ð7Þwhere the second expectation also is with respect to DO and P
. In a structural EM algorithm like the one proposed by Fried-
man [6], we optimise the expected likelihood instead of directly optimising the likelihood which in the presence of incom-
plete data no longer decomposes. Decomposability of the likelihood is important for model selection in which the search
procedure in each step evaluates candidate models from a neighbourhood that is generated from a current model by local
transformation. We deﬁne the expected score as a function Q:QðG;DjDO;GÞ ¼ ð1 kÞE½LðD;GÞjDO;G  ksizeðGÞ: ð8Þ
In Eq. (8) we use the current model G as the reference distribution P. The structural EM procedure can now be stated as in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. The structural EM procedure.1: procedure SEM(D)
2: Let G0 ¼ hG0;H0i be the initial model.
3: n 0
4: repeat
5: Hnþ1  argmax
Legal H
QðhGn;Hi;DjDO;GnÞ
6: Gnþ1  argmax
G2NðGnÞ
QðhG; . . .i;DjDO; hGn;Hnþ1iÞ
7: Gnþ1  hGnþ1;Hnþ1i
8: n nþ 1
9: until QðGn;DjDO;Gn1Þ 6 QðGn1;DjDO;Gn1Þ
10: return Gn1First, in line 5 of Algorithm 1 we basically need to ﬁnd MAP parameters for G. Exact methods are usually intractable, so
normally some approximation method is employed. Originally,Friedman [6] proposed to use a standard EM approach in this
step while Peña et al. [17] propose as a more computationally efﬁcient alternative to use the branch and bound procedure of
Ramoni and Sebastiani [18]. However, the choice of approach in this step is not crucial to the following discussion of
Section 4.
Second, in line 6 of Algorithm 1, the function NðÞ is the neighbourhood generating function. We will deﬁne simple split
and merge operations that implement structural modiﬁcations for generating neighbours from a current PDG model G. We
will explain how to compute the expectations needed to evaluate the expected score of a neighbour.
4. Structural EM for PDG models
In this section we will explain how Algorithm 1 can be applied to PDG models. First, for constructing an initial model we
need a forest structure over the variables in the domain. We accomplish this using the classical algorithm of Chow and Liu
[4]. This algorithm induces a maximumweight spanning tree using mutual information as the edge-weights. In Section 5 we
explain how to compute mutual information from incomplete data.
Inducing the initial tree by ﬁnding a maximum weight spanning tree using mutual information as edge-weights is differ-
ent from previously proposed approaches for inducing variable forests/trees. In [9] a v2 test for conditional independence is
used to assign marginally independent variables in different trees and conditionally independent variables in different sub-
trees. In this study we use the above mentioned mutual information based method as it is less data-intensive compared to
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is known that the type II error associated with the test is high if the data is scarce, which may increase the risk of acceptance
of independencies that are not supported by the data. Restricting the forest to a single tree does not limit the expressivity of
the models that can be obtained, but it may produce models with a higher number of parameters.
Assuming that we have the initial tree structure F over the variables, we initialise a PDG model as follows: for every var-
iable Xi 2 Xwith paFðXiÞ ¼ Xk, we create v i ¼ rk new nodes fmi;1; mi;2; . . . ; mi;v ig representing Xi. We then connect every node mk;j
representing Xk such that succðmk;j;Xi; xk;zÞ ¼ mi;z. That is, for state xk;z of variable Xk the node mi;z is always reached. Construct-
ing the initial PDG model in this way allows every variable to be modelled as marginally dependent on its parent and its set
of children in F.
Finally, we use a random parametrisation H0 of the initial structure G0.
4.1. The neighbourhood of a model
In this subsection we explain how the neighbourhoodNðGÞ of a PDG structure G is generated. We include operations that
work on the PDG structure only, and leave the structure over the variables ﬁxed. Operations that change the structure over
the variables (e.g. operations that swap the position of two variables) are problematic as they potentially require the creation
of a lot of new node connections. Offhand, it is not intuitive to us how to best do this in general, and therefore we choose to
focus on the following two less dramatic structural changes, namely splitting and merging parameter nodes. These opera-
tions have both previously been used by Jaeger et al. [9] for learning in the case of complete data. Jaeger et al. [9] use an
additional third operator that redirects edges. We leave this operator out of the algorithm for simplicity.
Merging Nodes. The merge operator takes a pair of nodes fmi;a; mi;bg representing the same variable Xi. The nodes mi;a and mi;b
are selected such that for any state xi;h 2 RðXiÞ and child Xj 2 chFðXiÞ; succðmi;a;Xj; xi;hÞ ¼ succðmi;b;Xj; xi;hÞ. The merge operation
then simply consists in replacing nodes mi;a and mi;b with a new node mi;c , where mi;c has as children exactly the children of mi;a
(or mi;b) and as parents inherits the union of parents of mi;a and parents of mi;b.
Splitting Nodes The splitting operator takes as input a single node mi;j withm parents where 2 6 m, and replaces mi;j withm
new nodes all representing Xi. Each new node inherits all the children of mi;j, and exactly one unique parent of mi;j.
4.2. The candidate-space
Before continuing with the further development of the algorithm, we will investigate the properties of the space of can-
didate models that we can reach with the split and merge operations as deﬁned in Section 4.1.
We formally deﬁne the neighbourhood N as follows:
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let F be a set of functions f : G! G where G is the set of all valid PDG structures according to syntactical
Deﬁnition 2.1. Then the neighbourhood NF of G 2 G is deﬁned as:NFðGÞ ¼ fG0 : 9f 2 F½f ðGÞ ¼ G0g: ð9Þ
The candidate-space C is deﬁned as the set of models that can be reached by traversing neighbourhoods.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let F and G be as in Deﬁnition 4.1, then the candidate-space CF given an initial model G0 2 G is deﬁned as:
CF ðG0Þ ¼ fG0 : G0 2 N F ðG0Þ _ 9G½G 2 NFðG0Þ ^ G0 2 CF ðGÞg: ð10ÞLemma 4.1. Let GF the set of PDG structures with the same underlying variable forest F, let F ¼ fmerge; splitg where merge and
split are the operations deﬁned in Section 4.1. Let G0 be an arbitrary PDG structure with variable forest F, then:CF ðG0Þ ¼ GF : ð11ÞProof. We will show that for any two PDG structures G and G that respects the same underlying variable forest F, we can
transform G into G by a series of merge and split operations.
The ﬁrst step in the transformation is to merge all nodes in G from the leaves and up to the root. This results in a structure
in which every variable is represented by exactly one unique node. Then, from the root and down to the leafs we do the
following for each variable X:
1. split the single node representing X in G.
2. merge the nodes representing X in G to reconstruct the local structure between X and its parent in G. hLemma 4.1 says that any valid PDG structure within the same variable structure is reachable from the initial model.
4.3. Scoring a neighbour model
In this section we detail how to compute the score QðhG0; . . .i;DjDO; hG;HiÞ of a neighbour G0 2 N ðGÞ generated by merging
two nodes or splitting a node. In fact, we will not compute the full expected score, but only the terms that are different.
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Assume PDG G0 is constructed from PDG G ¼ hG;Hi by merging nodes mi;a; mi;b 2 Vi in structure G. Let the node mi;c be the
one replacing mi;a and mi;b in G0, and assume that we have computed (and stored) all expected counts for all nodes. Then, com-
puting the expected counts for model G0 under distribution PG reduces to computing expected counts for mi;c , which can be
done efﬁciently from expectations #Dðxi;h; mi;aÞ and #Dðxi;h; mi;bÞ, that is:E½#Dðxi;h; mi;cÞjDO;G ¼ E½#Dðxi;h; mi;aÞjDO;G þ E½#Dðxi;h; mi;bÞjDO;G: ð12Þ
Hence, computing the difference in expected score DQmergeðmi;a; mi;bÞ reduces to computing the difference between the terms
of the expected score involving nodes mi;a and mi;b and the new node mi;c:DQmergeðmi;a; mi;bÞ ¼ QðG0;DjDO;GÞ  QðG;DjDO;GÞ ¼ ð1 kÞ
Xri
h¼1
E½Lmi;ch  L
mi;a
h  L
mi;b
h jDO;G
 !
þ k  ðri  1Þ; ð13Þwhere mi;c is the node resulting from merging mi;a and mi;b, and L
mi;j
h is the term in the log-likelihood corresponding to node mi;j
and the hth state of Xi. The expectation in (13) obviously can be computed term by term, and we see that
E½Lmi;ch jDO;G ¼ E½#Dðxi;h; mi;cÞjDO;G logE½p
mi;c
xi;h jDO;G, where the expectation E½p
mi;c
xi;h jDO;G is computed as the fraction
E½#Dðxi;h ;mi;cÞjDO ;G
E½#Dðmi;cÞjDO ;G . The count #Dðmi;aÞ is justXri
h¼1
#Dðxi;h; mi;aÞ:The expectations E½#Dðxi;h; mi;jÞjDO;G for any state xi;h 2 RðXiÞ and node mi;j 2 Vi are exactly the expectations we would com-
pute in the parametric EM step in line 5 of Algorithm 1. Therefore, these counts have already been computed for structure Gn
in line 5 of Algorithm 1, and can easily be made available at no extra cost.
4.3.2. Scoring a split operation
Let incðmi;jÞ be the set of edges incoming to mi;j in PDG structure G ¼ hV;Ei, that is incðmi;jÞ ¼ fðmk;z; mi;jÞ 2 Eg. By lumi;j we will
denote the u’th element of incðmi;jÞ under some ordering. With mui;j we denote the node replacing mi;j for its uth incoming edge.
Node mi;j is representing variable Xi and let the parent of Xi in the variable forest be Xk, hence by the deﬁnition of PDG struc-
ture, all parent nodes of mi;j represent variable Xk. The expected counts E½#Dðmui;j; xi;hÞjDO;G for the node mui;j where
lumi;j ¼ ðmk;z; mi;jÞ is labelled with state xk;g is then:E½#Dðmui;j; xi;hÞjDO;G ¼ E½#Dðmk;z; xk;g ; xi;hÞjDO;G: ð14Þ
The expectation in Eq. (14) can not be reconstructed from expected counts already computed for G in the structural paramet-
ric EM step of Algorithm 1 (line 5) as was the case for the counts needed to evaluate a merge operation. However, anticipat-
ing that we will need such counts, we can store them during the computation of expectations in line 5 of Algorithm 1.
Assume that we have these expected counts available for structure G under the distribution deﬁned by the PDG model
G ¼ hG;Hi. We can then compute the difference DQsplitðmi;jÞ ¼ QðG0;DjDO;GÞ  QðG;DjDO;GÞ for PDG model G0 with structure
G0 generated by splitting node mi;j in structure G, as follows:DQsplitðmi;jÞ ¼ QðG0;DjDO;GÞ  QðG;DjDO;GÞ
¼ ð1 kÞ
Xri
h¼1
Xm
u¼1
E½Lm
u
i;j
h jDO;G
 !
 E½Lmi;jh jDO;G
" #
 kðjincðmi;jÞj  1Þðri  1Þ; ð15Þwhere the log-likelihood terms L are as described in Section 4.3.1. Further, it is clear that we can not split a root node as it
has no parents.
4.4. Computing the expectations
In order to compute the expected counts in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, it is necessary to calculate probabilities of the form
PGðfm is reached ^ Xi ¼ xigjY ¼ yÞ for all Xi 2 X and m 2 Vi, where G is a PDG over variables X and y is a joint observation of
variables Y  X.
The computation of such probabilities can be done efﬁciently by the procedure described by Jaeger [8], which carries out
the inference in time linear in the size of the PDG model. We will brieﬂy describe this procedure in the following, and we
refer the reader to Jaeger [8], Section 4 for details on PDG inference.
Broadly speaking, belief updating in a PDG G in the presence of evidence Y = y is done by ﬁrst restricting G to Y = y. A PDG
G over variables X is restricted to Y = y by setting for each variable Xi 2 Y and each node mi;j representing Xi 2 Y the parameter
pmi;j to 0 for every state xi;k–y½Xi and leaving the parameter unchanged for state y½Xi. What we need to do to compute the
probability of some subset W  RðXÞ obviously is:PGðWÞ ¼
X
w2W
Y
Xi2X
preachGði;wÞw½Xi  : ð16Þ
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in computing (16) whenW is the partition of RðXÞ that reaches a speciﬁc node m in the model. To do this we compute for each
node in the structure parts of the product in (16), namely in-ﬂow and out-ﬂow. Let F denote the forest of variable trees in G,
then the out-ﬂow is computed by the recursive formula:oflðmi;jÞ ¼
X
xi;h2RðXiÞ
p
mi;j
xi;h
Y
Y2chF ðXiÞ
oflðsuccðmi;j;Y; xi;hÞÞ: ð17ÞWhen mi;j is a root, we compute in-ﬂow asiflðmi;jÞ ¼
Y
m–mi;j ;m is root
oflðmÞ: ð18ÞWhen mi;j is not a root and Xp is the parent of Xi in the variable forest, in-ﬂow can be computed as:iflðmi;jÞ ¼
X
xp;h2RðXpÞ
X
mp;k :
mi;j¼succðmp;k ;Xi ;xp;h Þ
iflðmp;kÞpmp;kxp;h
Y
Y2chF ðXpÞnXi
oflðsuccðmp;k;Y ; xp;hÞÞ
24 35: ð19Þ
Computing oﬂ values is easily done recursively bottom-up in the structure, and in this traversal we store for each node mi;j
and state xi;j 2 RðXiÞ the value:pmi;jxi;h ¼
Y
Y2chF ðXiÞ
oflðsuccðmi;j;Y ; xi;hÞÞ: ð20ÞNow, ifW is the set of conﬁgurations reaching node m, then Pðfmis reachedgÞ ¼ PðWÞ ¼ iflðmÞ  oflðmÞ. When ifl; ofl and p have
been computed for every node in GY¼y and states of the variables, we can compute PGðfmi;j is reached ^ Xi ¼ xi;hgjY ¼ yÞ as:PGðfmi;j ^ xi;hgjY ¼ yÞ ¼ 1
PGðY ¼ yÞ iflðmi;jÞ  p
mi;j
xi;h  p
mi;j
xi;h ; ð21Þwhere PGðY ¼ yÞ ¼Qm2rootsoflðmÞ. The next example is aimed to illustrate the process of computing probabilities in PDGs.
Example 4.1. Consider a PDG G for variables X0;X1;X2andX3 and structure as in the left hand side of Fig. 1(b). Assume that
the parameter nodes are instantiated with the following local distributions:pm0;0 ¼ ð0:2;0:8Þ pm1;0 ¼ ð0:7;0:3Þ pm1;1 ¼ ð0:4; 0:6Þ pm2;0 ¼ ð0:1;0:9Þ;
pm2;1 ¼ ð0:8; 0:2Þ pm3;0 ¼ ð0:6;0:4Þ pm3;1 ¼ ð0:3;0:7Þ pm3;2 ¼ ð0:5;0:5Þ:If we want to compute any probability like, for instance, PGðfm1;0 ^ X1 ¼ 1gjX3 ¼ 0Þ, the ﬁrst step is to obtain GX3¼0, which is
the restriction of G to X3 ¼ 0. It is computed by replacing pm3;0 ;pm3;1 and pm3;2 by pm3;0 ¼ ð0:6;0Þ;pm3;1 ¼ ð0:3;0Þ and
pm3;2 ¼ ð0:5;0Þ.
Next we have to compute the out-ﬂows and ﬁnally the in-ﬂows. The out-ﬂows for the leaf parameter nodes are easy to
compute: oflðm3;0Þ ¼ 0:6; oflðm3;1Þ ¼ 0:3; oflðm3;2Þ ¼ 0:5; oflðm2;0Þ ¼ 1 and oflðm2;1Þ ¼ 1. For the other nodes we haveoflðm1;0Þ ¼ 0:7 oflðm3;1Þ þ 0:3 oflðm3;0Þ ¼ 0:7 0:3þ 0:3 0:6 ¼ 0:39;
oflðm1;1Þ ¼ 0:4 oflðm3;1Þ þ 0:6 oflðm3;2Þ ¼ 0:4 0:3þ 0:6 0:5 ¼ 0:42;
oflðm0;0Þ ¼ 0:2 oflðm1;0Þ  oflðm2;0Þ þ 0:8 oflðm1;1Þ  oflðm2;1Þ ¼ 0:2 0:39 1þ 0:8 0:42 1 ¼ 0:414:Now we calculate the in-ﬂows. As there is only one root, iflðm0;0Þ ¼ 1. The other in-ﬂows are:iflðm1;0Þ ¼ iflðm0;0Þ  0:2 oflðm2;0Þ ¼ 0:2;
iflðm1;1Þ ¼ iflðm0;0Þ  0:8 oflðm2;1Þ ¼ 0:8;
iflðm2;0Þ ¼ iflðm0;0Þ  0:2 oflðm1;0Þ ¼ 1 0:2 0:39 ¼ 0:078;
iflðm2;1Þ ¼ iflðm0;0Þ  0:8 oflðm1;1Þ ¼ 1 0:8 0:42 ¼ 0:336;
iflðm3;0Þ ¼ iflðm1;0Þ  0:3 ¼ 0:2 0:3 ¼ 0:06;
iflðm3;1Þ ¼ iflðm1;0Þ  0:7þ iflðm1;1Þ  0:7 ¼ 0:2 0:7þ 0:8 0:7 ¼ 0:7:Now, we have that the probability of the observation is the out-ﬂow stored in the root parameter node, that is,
PðX3 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0:414, and therefore we can compute the probability we were looking for as follows:PGðfm1;0 ^ X1 ¼ 1gjX3 ¼ 0Þ ¼ 10:414 0:2 0:3 oflðm3;0Þ ¼
0:2 0:3 0:6
0:414
¼ 0:869:
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XN
d¼1
PGðfmi;j ^ xi;hgjYd ¼ ydÞ; ð22Þwhere Yd is the set of observed variables in the dth data case, and yd is the value observed for Yd in the dth data case. Notice
that PG is equal to 1 if, in record d;Xi is observed to its value xi;h and mi;j is reached, and is equal to 0 if it is observed to a
different value or mi;j is not reached. If the value for Xi is missing in record d, then PG is computed as in Eq. (21).
The probability PGðfxi;h ^ lumi;jgjY ¼ yÞ for link l
u
mi;j
¼ ðmk;z; xk;gÞ 2 incðmi;jÞ is needed to construct the expected counts in (15),
and can be computed in GY¼y as:PGðfxi;h ^ lumi;jgjY ¼ yÞ ¼
1
PGðY ¼ yÞ iflðmk;zÞ  p
mk;z
xk;g 
pmk;zxk;g
oflðmi;jÞ  p
mi;j
xi;h  p
mi;j
xi;h : ð23Þ5. Estimating the mutual information with missing data
The mutual information between two random variables X and Y is deﬁned as:IðX;YÞ ¼
XjRðXÞj
i¼1
XjRðYÞj
j¼1
pðxi; yjÞ log
pðxi; yjÞ
pðxiÞpðyjÞ
: ð24ÞAs the joint distribution of X and Y is unknown, we need to estimate the mutual information from data. Assume we have a
database D probably containing missing data. We require estimates for hij ¼ pðxi; yjÞ; hi: ¼ pðxiÞ and h:j ¼ pðyjÞ for
i ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðXÞj and j ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðYÞj. Actually, we only need to estimate hij, since hi: ¼
PjRðYÞj
j¼1 hij and h:j ¼
PjRðXÞj
i¼1 hij.
Since D may contain missing data, we can use the EM algorithm to estimate the required parameters. The detailed pro-
cedure is given in Algorithm 2. Notice that steps 5 and 9 in Algorithm 2 correspond, respectively, to the E and M steps of
algorithm EM.
Algorithm 2. EM for estimating the mutual information1: procedure EM_MutualInformation (D)
2: Let H0 ¼ fhij; i ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðXÞj; j ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðYÞjg be a random parametrisation of pðx; yÞ.
3: n 0.
4: repeat
5: for all i ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðXÞj do
6: for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðYÞj do
7: Eij  E½#DðX ¼ xi;Y ¼ yjÞjHn
8: Hnþ1  ;
9: for all i ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðXÞj do
10: for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; jRðYÞj do
11: hnþ1ij  
EijPjRðXÞj
k¼1
PjRðYÞj
l¼1 Ekl
12: Hnþ1  Hnþ1 [ fhnþ1ij g
13: n nþ 1.
14: until LðDjHnÞ 6 LðDjHn1Þ.
15: Estimate IðX; YÞ as:bIðX; YÞ ¼PjRðXÞji¼1 PjRðYÞjj¼1 hn1ij log hn1ijhn1i: hn1:j :
16: return bIðX; YÞ.
The value Eij computed in line 7 of Algorithm 2 is the expected number of records in D where X takes its i-th value and Ytakes its jth value. It is computed by exploring all the records d 2 D and calculating, for each record, the probability
PfX ¼ xi;Y ¼ yjjd;Hng. That is, we compute:XE½#DðX ¼ xi;Y ¼ yjÞjHn ¼
d2D
PfX ¼ xi; Y ¼ yjjd;Hng: ð25ÞThe probability in Eq. (25) will be equal to 0 if the record has a value different to ðxi; yjÞ and equal to 1 if the record is exactly
equal to ðxi; yjÞ. If some of the cells in the record is missing, the probability is computed using the current estimates Hn.
6. Experiments
In this section we investigate experimentally the performance of our proposed procedure to learning from incomplete
data. More speciﬁcally, we set out to answer the following questions:
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cient approaches exists?
2. How does the quality of PDG models learned by Algorithm 1 compare to the quality of BN models learned by existing
conventional procedures?
In order to test Algorithm 1 we have performed experiments over three synthetic databases. The databases have been
generated from random PDG models over 10, 20 and 40 variables. We will refer to these models as rnd10, rnd20 and
rnd40 respectively. The models were generated with the following restrictions:Fig. 2. Mean and standard deviation of log-likelihood of a validation set of 10,000 complete samples computed in the models learned from datasets
sampled from model rnd10 (a), rnd20 (b) and rnd40 (c). The log-likelihood of the generating models are indicated beneath the plots.
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2. Variables are categorical with between 2 and 5 states.
3. The models contain moderate branching on both the variable tree level and in the graph structure.
4. All parameters where initialised to random multivariate distributions, following the procedure of Caprile [3].
From each of the 3 PDGmodels, we constructed four databases containing 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 complete samples. For
each of the 12 databases, we have considered different rates ofmissing values, ranging from5% to 30%. For each rate ofmissing
valueswe generated 50 databases from the original (complete) database by randomly erasing the value in a fraction of the cells
according to the rate of missing values. The learning algorithmwas then executed on each of the 50 databases measuring the
quality of the learned model as the log-likelihood of a separate validation database containing 10,000 complete samples.
As score function we used the Sk function of Eq. (2) with k adjusted according to the size of the database to give a tradeoff
between size and likelihood equivalent to the one imposed by the BIC score2. Finally, in order to speed up the algorithm, we
put a limit of 10 iterations in each parametric EM3 and 100 iterations in structural EM (the loop of Algorithm 1).
6.1. Initial results
In Fig. 2(a–c) we show plots of mean and standard deviation of the log-likelihood of models learned in the experiments
described above. That is, for each ratem of missing values and each sample size, 50 databases where generated by randomly
removing m% of the values. The means and standard deviations were then estimated from these 50 results.
First, the plots of Fig. 2 in general show the expected behaviour as mean log-likelihood decreases as a result of increasing
the proportion of missing cells in the training data, while standard deviation increases. We note, also as expected, that the
experiments on the larger data sets reach higher likelihood on the validation data and also show a more stable performance
with lower increase in standard deviation as the rate of missing values is increased.
Second, in the experiment using 2000 samples from the rnd10 model (Fig. 2(a)) we observe an increase in likelihood up
until a rate of 15% missing values. This behaviour may be caused by the algorithm over-ﬁtting to the complete (0% missing
values) training data, while the introduction of some missing values helps the algorithm learn a less speciﬁc model with bet-
ter ability to generalise. That this over-ﬁtting is most clearly pronounced for the larger databases may be explained by the
fact that parameters where smoothed by adding a ﬁctive count of one to every count. For smaller databases this will of
course yield a more aggressive smoothing of parameters. We observe similar though less pronounced behaviour in the other
two plots in Fig. 2(b–c).
6.1.1. The importance of the initial tree structure
In this section we will investigate two aspects of the problem of choosing a starting point for our SEM algorithm. First, we
study the effect of the structural learning applied after learning an initial tree from the Chow–Liu tree model. Next, we inves-
tigate the effect of using the generative models tree structure as a starting point.
The Chow–Liu tree model As explained earlier, the initial tree structure is created using the classical algorithm of Chow and
Liu [4] shown in Section 4. This initial model is itself a very commonly used model in probability estimation due to its simple
restricted syntax and consequently efﬁcient learning and inference. We therefore compare the quality of our ﬁnal model to
this initial model. From each experiment with missing data (72 total) we measured the likelihood of the validation data in
the initial model as well as in the ﬁnal PDG model. Using a Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired samples with signiﬁcance
level 0.05, we found signiﬁcantly lower likelihood of the PDG model in only 2 cases, no signiﬁcant difference in 5 cases while
in 65 cases we found signiﬁcant better likelihood of the PDG model.
The two cases in which the PDG model performed signiﬁcantly worse was both using 500 samples of the rnd10 model,
one with 25% and the other with 30% missing cells. This indicates that it is not a generally occurring phenomenon, but rather
an observation that is speciﬁc to this one database when the rate of missing cells is high.
The ﬁve cases where no signiﬁcant difference could be established was for the experiments using the 250 samples of
rnd10 with 30% missing, the 500 samples of rnd10 with 20% missing, the 250 samples of rnd20 with 30% missing, the
500 samples of rnd20 with 30% missing and the 500 samples of rnd40 with 30% missing. The general property of these dat-
abases is a relatively small number of samples and a high degree of missing cells. This indicates that when data is limited and
the degree of missing cells is high it has no signiﬁcant effect on the model to try to optimise it by the local structural
modiﬁcations.
As we do see a signiﬁcant improvement in quality of the model in the 65 remaining experiments we will draw the con-
clusion in general (when data is not very limited and with a high degree of missing cells) it is worth the trouble of reﬁning
the induced Chow-Liu tree structure with split and merge operations.
The generating model as seed. The two phased learning procedure of ﬁrst inducing a variable tree and the subsequently
inducing a PDG model w.r.t. this tree raises the question of whether the trees learned by the Chow-Liu method is good start-1 This means that multiple connected components like the example structure of Fig. 1 is not possible.
2 Setting k ¼ 2NlogðNÞ þ 1
 1
where N is the number of observations yields BIC tradeoff.
3 We run a 100 iterations parametric EM to optimise the parameters of the ﬁnal model.
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this time using the tree from the generating models in all experiments.
For each generative model (rnd10, rnd20 and rnd40) we have performed a Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired samples
using the mean log-likelihood in the two measurements: (1) from learning a Chow-Liu tree as a starting point to the struc-
tural search and (2) using the trees extracted from the generative model as a starting point. The null hypothesis is that there
are no difference, while the alternative hypothesis is that measurement 2 is higher than measurement 1, hence we are doing
a one-sided test. The p-values are close to 1 for both rnd10 and rnd20, while for rnd40 we get a p-value of 6.45E  6. When
inspecting the learned models in all three cases, we saw that the learned models is always much smaller than the generative
model, which may indicate that the generative models contain much redundancy.
That the use of the tree structure of the generative model as a starting point for rnd10 and rnd20 does not result in sig-
niﬁcant improvement in the quality of the models indicates that for smaller to moderate sized domains, the underlying
structure is less important. However, the low p-value for rnd40 indicates that for larger domains, the initial structure is more
important to the ﬁnal quality of the model.
6.1.2. Alternative approaches to learning under the MCAR assumption
When data is missing completely at random (MCAR), there exist at least a few simple and valid alternatives to the EM-
framework. We have experimented with two simple alternatives to EM, namely complete-case analysis (CCA) and available-
case-analysis (ACA). Both methods was brieﬂy explained in Section 3. Here, we comment on experiments in which CCA (or
ACA) was used for estimating parameters for a given structure (line 5 of Algorithm 1).
As expected, CCA proved to be an inadequate alternative as the performance drops very fast and already performs signif-
icantly worse than SEM learning at the ﬁrst level of 5% missing cells.
The performance of the more sophisticated ACA procedure is much more competitive. For each generative model (rnd10,
rnd20 and rnd40) we performed a Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired samples using the mean log-likelihood in the two
measurements: (1) from learning by SEM (Algorithm 1) and (2) learning by ACA procedure. The null hypothesis is that there
are no difference, while the alternative hypothesis is that measurement 1 is higher than measurement 2, hence we are doing
a one-sided test. For none of the databases did we ﬁnd signiﬁcant support for stating that SEM performs better than ACA (p-
value of 0.2257; 0.2759 and 0.1693, respectively). In Fig. 3 we include a plot showing the development of log-likelihood for
each size of training data and rate of missing values. Here it can be seen that SEM usually performs better on larger training
data, while ACA can beat SEM when training data is small. To answer the question of whether we can justify the use of the
SEM algorithm compared to the conceptually simpler ACA procedure therefore seems to depend highly on the database, and
no general rule can be stated.
6.2. PDG models vs. BN models
In this section we investigate the quality of the PDG models learned with the BN models learned by the SEM for BN mod-
els proposed by Friedman [6]. To this end, we have conducted an experimentation on the synthetic data described earlier as
well as on two real databases.
6.2.1. Synthetic data
The results of the comparison between Algorithm 1 for inducing PDGs and Friedman’s structural EM for inducing Bayes-
ian networks, for the synthetic databases rnd10, rnd20 and rnd40 are displayed in Fig. 4, where the average of the log-like-
lihood over all the records over a separate 10,000-register test database is shown for database sizes ranging from 250 to 2000
and missing rates from 5% to 30%. The target was to show if Algorithm 1 is able to obtain PDGs comparable to BNs in terms of
likelihood and size (number of parameters). It would result in an advantage in favour of PDGs if they are going to be used for
probabilistic inference, as they are generally more efﬁcient, in relation to size, for probabilistic inference tasks, than BNs [8].
The plots in Fig. 4 agree with this target, but usually with an edge in favour of BN models in terms of likelihood, except for
high missing rates, in which PDGs get much closer. In order to check whether the sizes of the obtained models also agreed
with the expected results, we measured the number of parameters of the models learnt from each database, ﬁnding out that
the BNs were much more compact in general than PDGs, especially for high missing rates. This fact seemed surprising. How-
ever, we noticed that the learnt BNs were usually sparse, with many disconnected variables. It suggests that the data used in
the experiments actually contained many independencies, especially for small databases and high missing rates. It would
explain that the obtained PDGs have more parameters than the BNs in general, because unlike the algorithm for learning
from complete data presented in [9], we do not allow the variables to conform a forest, but just a single tree, due to the dif-
ﬁculties to carry out the v2 tests. This means that in order to represent in the structure a variable as independent from the
rest, it would have to be represented by a single node, which in turn means that some merge operations should be per-
formed. Our merge operation, as deﬁned in Section 4.1 may be too restricted by the requirement that the children of two
nodes being considered for a merge must be the same. Therefore, the PDGs obtained by Algorithm 1 are prone to be more
complex than necessary if there are many independencies supported by the data.
We conducted a second experiment to check this conjecture. The scheme was the same used for the former databases, but
now we used another data set containing fewer independencies and larger size compared to the sample space. We obtained
it by sampling 5000 records from a BN densely connected containing 14 binary variables. This network is a subnetwork of the
Fig. 3. Comparison between a available-case-analysis (ACA) learning procedure and Algorithm 1 in plots (a–c).
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5000, are shown in Fig. 5. The obtained models report similar likelihoods, again with a slight edge for BNs. However, in this
case the PDGs are much more compact, with sizes around one half of the BNs. That PDGs are more compact is important
when one wishes to perform exact inference as for PDGs this is possible in linear time in the model size, while the same
is not true in general for BN models.
A more restricted version of the BN model is the Naı¨ ve Bayes model (NB) for probability estimation. This is a special kind
of BN model in which the structure is ﬁxed to include no connections between the observed variables and include an arti-
ﬁcial latent variable that is the unique parent of every variable. The NB model has been shown to provide good accuracy
when learned from complete data (see [11]), and we have performed experiments with this model to investigate its perfor-
mance when learned from incomplete data. The NBE algorithm proposed by Lowd and Domingos [11] learns a NB model by
Fig. 4. Comparison between the SEM of Friedman [6] for BN models and our SEM for PDG models (Algorithm 1).
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EM, until the likelihood of the model given a separate hold-out dataset did not increase. In our experiments we used a mod-
iﬁed version of the NBE algorithmwhere the main difference was that we used the score of Eq. (2) with k conﬁgured to trade-
off size and likelihood as the BIC score to determine convergence.
In Fig. 6 we have included plots showing detailed information on the learning of NB models plotted together with the
log-likelihood. While the performance of NBs for data generated from rnd10 and rnd20 models (Fig. 6(a–b)) agrees with
our corresponding observations for BNs (Fig. 4(a–b)), the picture changes for rnd40 (Fig. 6(c)). For the rnd40 data the NB
models do not perform competitively when compared to PDG models. That NB models performs almost as competitively
in the ﬁrst two experiments is in accordance with the general ﬁndings for complete data as reported in [11]. As explained
above, we use a score metric to determine convergence instead of monitoring likelihood over a separate hold-out dataset
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the SEM of Friedman [6] for BN models and our SEM for PDG models (Algorithm 1) on rnd14 generated data. Subﬁgure (a)
compares obtained log-likelihoods while (b) shows the size in number of free parameters deﬁned by each model respectively.
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ric measured over training data, tackles more directly the problem of over-ﬁtting. This may provide one explanation to our
observation. One other possible explanation is that the EM-parameter estimation gets stuck in a local optima, which is a
well known problem for the EM procedure. A typical NB model from the rnd40 experiments contains approximately
30,000 free parameters while no PDG model contained more than 1000 free parameters. This observation is also important
when considering computational complexity of exact inference, as both models provide exact inference in time linear in
their size.
It should be noted that the NB model is a member of a broader class of models that share the property of allowing exact
inference to be computed in time linear in the size of the model, namely the class of decomposable models. While it is known
that for every decomposable model there exists an equivalent PDG model that has size at most linear to the size of the given
decomposable model, the converse is not true in general (see [8]).6.2.2. Real data
For the experiment with real data, we used two databases containing missing values, both publicly available from the UCI
repository (see [13]).
house-votes-84: This database contains information on the disposition of each of the 435 U.S. House of Representatives
congressmen/-women on 16 key votes (for or against) and their party afﬁliation (democrat or republican)
from the year 1984. In 288 cases the disposition of the speciﬁc congressman/-woman was unknown, and
we treat this as a missing value.
soybean-large: This database contains 307 observations of soybean plants and the general health of the plants. For
each plant up to 35 pieces of relevant information is recorded (eg. stem condition, condition of
leafs etc.) and some auxiliary information (date, temperature) together with a label of one-out of
15 diseases.
As the missing values are ﬁxed in these databases, we followed a leave-one-out strategy to test the algorithms. The results
are shown in Table 1. Once more, the likelihood is better for BNs, but the PDGs are much more compact, which suggests that
these databases do not contain as many independencies as rnd10, rnd20 and rnd40.
The answer to the question of PDGs performance in comparison to existing BN-based approaches put forth in the begin-
ning of this section would then be that it depends on the use of the recovered models. While unrestricted BN models and
their structure is a rich tool for discussing dependencies found in the data, PDGs may provide for a more efﬁcient way to
do exact inference.Table 1
Results of leave-one-out analysis of incomplete real data where the missing completely at random assumption may not be valid. Numbers in the ‘L’ rows are
mean and Standard Deviation of log-likelihood from leave-one-out analysis. Numbers in the ‘S’ rows are the size of a model learned from the full database.
PDG BN NB
L House-votes-84 7.1256 ± 3.0131 7.0306 ± 3.2524 7.1143 ± 2.9824
Soybean-large 15.9726 ± 4.7736 14.1852 ± 4.9756 17.7534 ± 5.2708
S House-votes-84 49 152 2973
Soybean-large 1085 2091 13,693
Fig. 6. Comparison between SEM for PDG models (Algorithm 1) and learning of NB models.
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In this paper we have introduced an algorithm for learning PDG models in the presence of missing data. Our proposal was
inspired by previous work on learning BN models from incomplete data by Friedman [6]. With this algorithm, we have ex-
tended the class of problems that can be approached using PDGs.
The experiments conducted show a reasonably good performance of the algorithm. First, a signiﬁcant improvement over
the initial Markov tree models was demonstrated. Second, the degrading effect on the performance as the rate of missing
data increases is moderate. Third, the experiments carried out to compare the PDG models with simpler approaches to
the missing completely at random problem, turned out mainly positive for the PDG learning. Available-case-analysis has
the most competitive performance, and the preference of ACA method vs. our SEM algorithm seems to depend on the size
of the training data available.
530 J.D. Nielsen et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 515–530The comparison with the BNs obtained by Friedman’s structural EM and the simpler NB learning is much more level. The
BNs and NBs are usually slightly better in terms of likelihood, but the PDGs are typically smaller than both NBs and BNs, with
the exception of BNs for problems where there are many independencies. However, it must be pointed out that PDGs are
usually employed as tools for probabilistic inference, and in that case the efﬁciency in relation to the number of parameters
is higher for PDGs [8].
The algorithm introduced here can be extended in various ways. For instance, the use of other scores could be considered.
Also, a Bayesian approach could be followed as in [7]. Another aspect to be further studied is how to allow the induction of
forests of variables instead of a single tree, with the aim of being able to get more compact models.
It should be noted that the approach presented in this paper does not guaranty to recover the generative model when
such a model exists, even with a large data sample. In the case of complete data this is also still an open problem that is
to be investigated in future studies. Another obviously interesting focus for future studies include the extension of the cur-
rent algorithm to handle scenarios where unobserved (hidden) variables are known to inﬂuence the observed data.
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